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Dear Khadi Lovers,

The overwhelming response to Khadi masks is encouraging. KVIC's endeavour is to always 

deliver products on time but various constraints that are totally beyond our control add up 

to some delays. We assure you best service at all times.
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Chairman, KVIC writes’ a Letter to Khadi Lovers 
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 The programme named as “Khadi 
Agarbatti Aatmanirbhar Mission” aims at 
creating employment for unemployed and 
migrant workers in different parts of the country 
while increasing domestic Agarbatti production 
substantially. The proposal was submitted to the 
Ministry of MSME for approval last month. The 
pilot project will be launched soon and on full-
fledged implementation of the project, thousands 
of jobs will be created in the Agarbatti industry.

 The scheme designed by KVIC on PPP 
mode is unique in the sense that in a very less 
investment ,  i t  wil l  create sustainable 
employment and help private Agarbatti 
manufacturers to scale up Agarbatti production 
without any capital investment by them. Under 
the scheme, KVIC will provide Automatic 
Agarbatti making machines and powder mixing 

machines to the artisans through the successful 
private Agarbatti manufacturers who will sign 
the agreement as business partners. KVIC has 
decided to procure only locally made machines 
by Indian manufacturers which also aims at 
encouraging local production.  

 KVIC will provide 25% subsidy on the 
cost of the machines and will recover the 
remaining 75% of the cost from the artisans in 
easy installments every month. The business 

MSME Minister Approves a New Scheme to 
Make India Aatmanirbhar in Agarbatti Production

Hon'ble Minister for 
M S M E ,  S h r i  N i t i n 
Gadkari has approved a 
u n i q u e  e m p l o y m e n t 
generat ion  program 
proposed by Khadi and 
V i l l a g e  I n d u s t r i e s 
Commission (KVIC) to 
m a k e  I n d i a 
A a t m a n i r b h a r  i n 
Agarbatti production. 
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Agarbatti manufacturer for successful running 
of the project on PPP Mode.

The scheme has been designed in wake of the 
two major decisions – import restriction on Raw 
Agarbatti and increase in import duty on 
Bamboo sticks - taken by the Ministry of 
C o m m e r c e  a n d  M i n i s t r y  o f  F i n a n c e 
respectively on the initiative of Shri Gadkari.

 KVIC Chairman Shri Vinai Kumar 
Saxena said the two decisions of the Central 
Government created a huge employment 
opportunity in the Agarbatti industry. “In order 
to encash the huge employment generation 
opportunity, the KVIC designed a programme 
namely “Khadi Agarbatti Aatmanirbhar 
Mission” and submitted to the Ministry of 
MSME for approval,” Saxena said.

 The programme aims at handholding 
artisans and supporting the local Agarbatti 
industry. The current consumption of Agarbatti 
in the country is approximately 1490 MT per 
day; however, India's per day production of 
Agarbatti is just 760 MT. There is a huge gap 
between the demand and the supply and hence, 
immense scope for job creation.

5
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partner will provide the raw material to the 
artisans for making Agarbatti and will pay them 
wages on job work basis. Cost of artisans' 
training will be shared between KVIC and the 
private business partner wherein KVIC will bear 
75% of the cost while 25% will be paid by the 
business partner.

 Each automatic Agarbatti making 
machine makes approximately 80 kg Agarbatti 
per day which will provide direct employment to 
4 persons. One powder mixing machine, to be 
given on a set on 5 Agarbatti making machines, 
will provide employment to 2 persons.

 The current job work rate for Agarbatti 
making is Rs 15 per kg. At this rate, 4 artisans 
working on one Automatic Agarbatti machine 
will earn minimum Rs 1200 per day by making 
80 kg of Agarbatti. Hence every artisan will earn 
at least Rs 300 per day. Similarly, on powder 
mixing machine, each artisan will get a fixed 
amount of Rs 250 per day.

 As per the scheme, the wages to the 
artisans will be provided by the business partners 
on weekly basis directly in their accounts 
through DBT only. Supply of raw material to the 
artisans, logistics, quality control and marketing 
of the final product will be the sole responsibility 
of the business partner. After recovery of the 
75% cost, the ownership of the machines will 
automatically be transferred to the artisans.

 A two-party agreement to this effect will 
be signed between KVIC and the Private 
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At a time when country's economy took a severe 
jolt due to Covid-19 lockdown, the flagship 
Prime Minister Employment Generation 
Program (PMEGP) implemented by Khadi and 
Village Industries Commission (KVIC) 
progressed at a much rapid pace. Thanks to the 
decision of the Ministry of MSME of 
eliminating the role of district collectors in 
approving the PMEGP projects, the approval of 
projects during the first five months of this 
financial year, i.e. from April 1, 2020 to August 
18, 2020, increased by a whopping 44%.  

 K h a d i  a n d  V i l l a g e  I n d u s t r i e s 
Commission (KVIC), has approved and 
forwarded 1.03 lakh project applications to the 
financing banks as compared to 71,556 projects 
during the corresponding period last year and 
thus registering a jump of 44%. 

 PMEGP is the flagship employment 
generation program of the Central government 
and KVIC is the nodal agency for implementing 
the scheme. The Ministry on April 28, this year 
amended the guidelines to do away with the role 
of District Level Task Force Committee 

(DLTFC) in approving the PMEGP projects. 
The role of DLTFC, headed by the District 
Collectors, was seen as a bottleneck in timely 
and swift execution of projects under PMEGP 
and KVIC was demanding eliminating the role 
of District Collectors it was often noticed that 
this important scheme was accorded the least 
priority.  

 As per the amended guidelines, KVIC, 
the nodal agency for implementing PMEGP 
scheme, was entrusted the task of clearing the 
applications from prospective entrepreneurs and 
forward it to the Banks for taking credit 
decisions. As of now, the proposals were 
scrutinized by the DLTFC that often led to 
inordinate delays in sanctioning of the projects. 

  During the period from April to August 
in 2020, financing banks sanctioned 11,191 
projects and Rs 345.43 crore margin money was 
disbursed to applicants as compared to Rs 
276.09 crore margin money disbursed for 9161 
projects in the first five months of previous year, 
i.e. 2019. The number of sanctioned projects by 
banks thus increased by 22% while the 

Thanks to the decision of the Ministry of MSME of eliminating the role of district collectors in 
approving the PMEGP projects, the approval of projects during the first five months of this 
financial year, i.e. from April 1, 2020 to August 18, 2020, increased by a whopping 44%.  
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Removal of Bottleneck Accelerates Implementation of 

 PMEGP Projects
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disbursement of margin money by KVIC 
increased by 24% as compared to previous year. 

 The faster implementation of PMEGP 
projects this year assumes greater significance 
as the entire country was under lockdown for 
most part of these five months. The higher 
number of  projects  also s ignif ies  the 
government's resolve to create self-employment 
and sustainable livelihood for the people by 
promoting local manufacturing.  

 KVIC Chairman Shri Vinai Kumar 

 

Comparison of PMEGP Performance from 1 st

 

April to 18th

 

August in 2019 and 2020
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Saxena said the massive jump in approval of 
PMEGP projects is a result of the Hon'ble Prime 
Minister's call for “Minimum Government, 
Maximum Governance”. “Discontinuing the 
role of District Collectors has ensured swift 
implementation of the projects. However, the 
banks must also expedite the process of 
sanctioning funds so as to benefit maximum 
number of applicants. Timely disbursal of funds 
is crucial for execution of projects and creating 
employment in the country,” Saxena said.
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 Shri Gadkari appreciated the gift box 
saying it is an apt product to celebrate the spirit 
of festivals while also ensuring safety. He lauded 
the mask-making initiative of KVIC saying this 
provided the artisans with sustainable livelihood 
during the most difficult time of Corona 
pandemic.

 The silk mask gift boxes are priced at just 
Rs 500 per box and now available at all KVIC 
outlets in Delhi NCR.

 KVIC Chairman Shri Vinai Kumar Saxena 
said the idea behind launching the gift box is to tap 

the foreign market and a large Indian population 
looking for reasonably priced gift items for their 
loved ones during the festival season.

 The gift boxes will have one printed Silk 
Mask and three other masks in solid attractive 
colors. These triple-layered silk masks are skin-
friendly,  washable,  reusable and bio-
degradable. The Silk Masks have three pleats 
and come with adjustable ear loops and 
attractive beads. It 
has  two  inner 
layers of 100% 
K h a d i  c o t t o n 
fabric and one top 
l a y e r  o f  S i l k 
fabric.

You can now gift your families and friends an 
attractive gift box of exclusive Khadi Silk 
Face Masks. Hon'ble Minister for MSME, 
Shri Nitin Gadkari launched the Gift Box, 
developed by Khadi and Village Industries 
Commission (KVIC) on 1st August, 2020. The 
gift box consists of four handcrafted silk 
masks in different colors and prints. The 
masks are packed in a beautifully crafted 
handmade paper box in black color with 
golden embossed printing. 

MSME Minister
 launched 

Khadi's Gift Box 
of Silk Mask
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and 30 from Bulandshahr – had returned to their 
hometown from states like Karnataka, 
Maharashtra, Gujarat, facing financial distress 
due to Covid-19 lockdown. Rising to the call of 
the Hon'ble Prime Minister for “Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat”, KVIC identified these workers, 
imparted them 5-days training on beekeeping 

Honey Mission Propels 
Self-Employment 

for Migrant Workers; 
700 bee boxes distributed 

in Western UP 

Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) has taken a big leap towards “Aatmanirbhar Bharat” by 
creating local employment for migrant workers through its flagship “Honey Mission” programme.
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On 25th August,2020,  Hon'ble Minister of 
State for MSME, Shri Pratap Chandra Sarangi 
distributed 700 bee boxes to 70 migrant workers 
of Saharanpur and Bulandshahr districts of Uttar 
Pradesh and thus providing them with 
livelihood opportunity under Honey Mission.

These migrant workers – 40 from Saharanpur 
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such as bee wax, pollen, propolis, 
royal jelly, and bee venom are also 
marketable and hence, a profitable 
proposition for the locals,” he said.

The migrant workers, who were 
provided with bee boxes and the tool 
kit, expressed happiness over the 
government support shared their 
experiences saying they would no 
longer need to leave their home in 

search of jobs in other states. Ankit Kumar, who 
returned to his hometown Saharanpur from 
Karnataka, said he was rendered jobless in the 
lockdown. However, with KVIC's support, he 
was now self-employed again. Another migrant 
worker, Mohit, who worked in Maharashtra, 
said he would not have to leave his family 
behind while searching for jobs in other cities 
and that by engaging with Honey Mission, he 
will be able to make a better livelihood.

Notably, the Honey Mission launched by KVIC 
3 years ago aims at creating employment for 
farmers, Adivasis, women and unemployed 
youth by roping them with beekeeping and 
increasing India's honey production. So far, 
KVIC has distributed 1.35 lakh bee boxes in 
states like Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, 
Arunachal Pradesh, Assam and Tripura among 
others. This has benefited 13,500 people across 
the country while producing nearly 8500 MT 
honey.
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and provided them necessary tool kit and bee 
boxes to carry out beekeeping activities. The 
entire western Uttar Pradesh region, with 
abundance of flora that includes a variety of 
crops, is ideal for honey production. Bee boxes 
were distributed at KVIC's training center in 
Panjokhera.

Speaking on the occasion, Hon'ble Minister Shri 
Sarangi lauded the initiative and said while 
roping in these workers with beekeeping will 
create local employment; it will also contribute 
to increasing India's honey production which is 
the core objective of Honey Mission. “It is a 
great initiative. Creating employment to 
migrant workers at their doorsteps will make 
them self-reliant,” the Minister said.

KVIC Chairman, Shri Vinai Kumar Saxena who 
was also present on the occasion, said roping in 
migrant workers with beekeeping is aligned 
with Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra 
Modi's call for 'self-reliance' by promoting local 
industries. “Beekeeping will not only increase 
India's honey production but it will also increase 
the income of the beekeepers. Further, products 
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 Hon'ble Chief Minister 
of Tripura, Shri Biplab Kumar 
Deb and KVIC Chairman Shri 
Vinai Kumar Saxena on 15th 
Augus t  jo in t ly  la id  the 
foundation stone for the office building in 
Tripura. While the TKVIB has provided land for 
the building, the KVIC has sanctioned Rs 7.72 
crore for the building construction. Out of this, 
KVIC has already released Rs. 4 crore and the 
construction will be completed in one year.

 Speaking on the occasion, Shri Biplab 
Kumar Deb lauded the initiatives of the KVIC 

and said the joint office building would ensure 
proper coordination and speedy execution of 
various projects in the state. “The Tripura 
Government and KVIC will together work on 
increasing the production of bamboo sticks for 
Agarbatti in the state which has reduced from 
29,000 MT per year to just 1400 MT per year. 
There is also a huge potential for other bamboo-
based industries given the abundance of bamboo 
in the state. We plan to increase the production 
of bamboo bottles and even begin packaging of 
locally produced honey in bamboo bottles, 
which is a unique step,” the Chief Minister said.

 The KVIC Chairman too emphasized on 
the huge bamboo potential in the state saying 
Tripura could lead the country in manufacturing 
of round bamboo sticks and contributes in 
making India Aatmanirbhar in Agarbatti 

The 8-year old project for a 
joint office building of 
K h a d i  a n d  V i l l a g e 
Industries Commission 
( K V I C )  a n d  T r i p u r a 
K h a d i  a n d  V i l l a g e 
Industries Board (TKVIB) 
in Tripura is now assuming 
a concrete shape. 
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Foundation Laid for Joint Office Building of KVIC & TKVIB in Agartala 
Bamboo and Honey Industry to Benefit



3000 bee boxes in the state.

 Saxena also assured KVIC's support to 
the Tripura government and the TKVIB in 
implementing various projects for creating rural 
employment. Notably, the proposal for the 
office building was initiated in the year 2012; 
however, it was expedited only during the visit 
of KVIC Chairman to Tripura in December 
2019. In just 2 months, i.e. in January 2020, the 
commission approved the construction of a 3-
storey building over 1650 sq ft and Rs. 4 crore 
was released by the KVIC. The building will 
have adequate provision for sales outlet, 
demonstration center and provision to market 
products of Khadi institutions, PMEGP, 
SFURTI and KRDP. The work, however, was 
stalled due to the Covid-19 lockdown.

12
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production. “With abundance of raw material, 
i.e. bamboo available in the state, Tripura can be 
a leader in making Bamboo sticks. There is a 
huge opportunity for local manufacturing 
particularly after a hike in import duty on 
bamboo sticks,” Saxena said.

 He also said Tripura could become the 
leading producer of high quality Rubber honey 
in the country which is produced in good 

quantity in the 
state. Beekeeping 
in Tripura was so 
far an untapped 
stream and the 
activity caught 
pace only after 
KVIC distributed 
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The far-flung tribal village of Chullyu in 
Arunachal Pradesh will soon be bustling with 
spinning and weaving activities with Khadi 
and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) set 
to open the first of its kind Training cum 
Production Center of Silk in the state. 
Conceived just six months ago, the center will 
be soon. 

Contd on pg no....26
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 The KVIC has refurbished and converted a 

dilapidated school building into the training cum 

production center. The school building has been 

provided to KVIC by the education department of 

Arunachal Pradesh government zero rent. 

 Machinery like handlooms, Charkha, Silk 

reeling machines and warping drums have 

already arrived and installation of machines are in 

full swing. The first batch of 25 local artisans of 

Chullyu village has been selected to begin the 

training with.

 The project was conceived in February 

this year during the visit of KVIC Chairman Shri 

Vinai Kumar Saxena to this tribal village 

Chullyu. Identifying a great potential of silk 

production and other activities of village 

industries in the village, he immediately 

sanctioned setting up of training cum production 

center for the Eri Silk, which is traditionally worn 

by local tribals. The work, however, progressed at 

KVIC's Big Push to Khadi and Tourism in Arunachal Pradesh 

with the first Silk Training cum Production Center
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freedom. Such big orders during these difficult 
times will ensure that spinning and weaving 
activities keep going on and bringing economic 
sustainability to our Khadi artisans.

 Notably, this is the biggest order for 
supply of Khadi face masks received by KVIC 
so far. Earlier, the Jammu & Kashmir 
government had purchased 7 lakh masks during 
the lockdown. KVIC has also received repeat 
orders from Rashtrapati Bhavan, Prime 
Minister's Office, Central Government 
ministries and orders from general public 
through KVIC's E-portal. 

 The IRCS masks are made of 100% 
double-twisted handcrafted cotton fabric in 
brown colour with red piping. KVIC has 
especially designed these double-layered cotton 
masks for the Indian Red Cross Society as per 
the samples provided by them. The masks have a 
suitably printed IRCS logo on the left side and 
the Khadi India tag on the right side. Like other 
Khadi face masks, the masks made for IRCS are 
also washable, 
reusable, skin-
friendly and 
biodegradable
.

Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) has received a repeat order and the biggest 
order so far for supply of 10.5 lakh high quality face masks to the Indian Red Cross Society (IRCS). 
The new purchase order comes less than a month after its previous order for 1.80 lakh face masks 
out of which KVIC has already supplied 1.60 lakh face masks to the Society. 

 September-2020       

The new purchase orders worth Rs 3.30 crore 
have been received recently and the supply will 
begin this week only. KVIC will complete the 
supply of the first order in a couple of days. The 
face masks will be similar to the ones being 
supplied as per the first order. The fresh order 
from IRCS is a result of the excellent quality and 
timely supply of masks by KVIC.

 Hon'ble Minister for MSME, Shri Nitin 
Gadkari lauded the efforts of KVIC in creating 
sustainable employment in the country through 
mask-making activities. He said while face 
masks became the most effective protective gear 
against the Corona disease; its production 
created large-scale employment for the artisans.

 The development comes as a big push to 
the local production as it will create nearly 
50,000 additional man days for Khadi artisans. 
The execution of this order will require over 1 
lakh meters of handmade cotton Khadi fabric 
which will be supplied by various Khadi 
institutions from different states. This will give 
an impetus to the spinning and weaving activities 
and thus create employment for the artisans.

 KVIC Chairman, Shri Vinai Kumar 
Saxena welcomed the new purchase order from 
IRCS and said, “Charkha is the tool of economic 

Khadi Masks' Popularity soars; KVIC Receives Repeat Order for 
10.5 lakh Face Masks from Red Cross Society



Khadi and Village Industries Commission 

(KVIC) has issued legal notices to two firms – 

Khadi Essentials and Khadi Global – for 

“unauthorizedly” and “fraudulently” using the 

brand name “Khadi”. The two firms are engaged 

in selling a range of cosmetic and beauty 

products through various e-commerce platforms 

using the brand name “Khadi” and thus 

misleading consumers.

In the notices served to Khadi Essentials and 

Khadi Global in the first week of August, KVIC 

has asked them to immediately stop selling or 

promoting its products using the brand name 

“Khadi” while also cancelling the domain 

names  www.khadiessentials.com  and 

KVIC Serves Legal Notices to 
“Khadi Essentials” & “Khadi Global” 

for Fraudulently Using Brand Name Khadi

Contd on pg no....26
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www.khadiglobalstor

e.com respectively. 

The two firms have 

a l so  been  to ld  to 

d i s c o n t i n u e  t h e i r 

social media handles 

on various platforms like Twitter, Facebook, 

Instagram and Pinterest.

“The adoption of your mark is being used to sell 

products online...clearly the adoption of your 

mark is  in  bad fai th and is  aimed at 

misappropriating the goodwill and reputation of 

Khadi trademark. Apart from Khadi India, the 

trademark “Khadi” can only be used by 

authorized licensee or franchisee holders,” the 

notices read. “The use of a mark which 

completely subsumes KVIC's trademark for 

identical goods will undoubtedly lead to 

confusion and deception in the market. Use of 

y o u r  m a r k  a m o u n t s  t o  m i s u s e  a n d 

misrepresentation of “Khadi” trademark,” it 

further said.

The two firms have strictly been told to 

immediately stop selling products using the 

brand name of “Khadi” and destroy all product 

packaging,  labels ,  publici ty material , 

signboards and any other business stationary 

using the brand names Khadi Essentials and 

Khadi Global respectively. Failing to comply 

A Monthly Journal of KVIC on Rural Industrialisation  September-2020       
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building resiliency with the help of collective 
leadership, and inspiring companies and 
governments can learn from the current Corona 
virus pandemic and integrate nature into their 
decision-making process”

 Dr. Subodh  Jindal,  President,  All  India  
Food  Processors  Association were also present  
on the occasion, highlighted on the importance 
of changing the strategy of bee keeping in India 
in order to become a global player. 

 Over 300 participants from across the 
North East and other states of India participated 
in the programme. Among others who were 
present during the conference include Abdul 
Jalil, Director of Horticulture & Food 
processing, Govt. of Assam spoke on the 
initiatives under taken by his department to 
develop the honey industry in the state,  Jawahar 
Lal Chaudhari, Former, Dy. CEO, KVIC 
highlighted on the importance of devising 
insurance policies which covers bee related 
ailments & diseases, Dr. Sukamal Deb, Dy. 
CEO, KVIC-Northeast, Anup Dhanuka, MD, 
Kejriwal Honey, Sagar Kurade, MD, Suman 
Food consultants, N.K. Lotha, Team Member & 
Nodal, Nagaland Honey Mission,  spoke on the 
various initiatives & narrated the success story 
so far since inception. Shri L. Abraham, CEO, 
Ria foods, Shri Manoj Kumar Das, MD, 
NERAMAC, S. Bhattacharjee, Chairman, Sub-
Committee on Agro-food processing & non- 
timber forest products, FICCI-Northeast 
Advisory Council. 

16
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Agartala, Aug 29, 2020.  Shri Vinai Kumar 
Saxena, Chairman, Khadi and Village 
Industries Commission, while speaking at the 
first online National Conference on Honey 
“Honey Season 2020”, organized by FICCI and 
KVIC with support from the directorate of 
Horticulture, Government of Assam, said, 
KVIC is focussed on promoting the honey 
Industry. He complimented FICCI on the 
unique initiative taken up by the industry body 
to promote the bee keeping and honey industry.

 He further said, North East has huge 
potential for honey production, particularly 
mono floral honey with specific properties, like 
rubber honey in Tripura. He also mentioned that 
KVIC is working on developing mobile Honey 
Processing units for the benefit of beekeepers in 
remote areas.  “KVIC has set a world record in 
distribution of bee boxes in a single day, under 
the Mission, 1000 bee boxes were distributed to 
villagers around Kaziranga.” He further added.

 Shri Ranjit Barthakur, Chairman, FICCI- 
Northeast Advisory Council, in his welcome 
address, highlighted the importance of 
integrating nature in decision making process. 
He said “the positive business structure and 
estimations associated with opportunities and  
employment shows that there could be an annual  
savings  and  revenue  of  $15 billion  by 2030  –  
marking 2030, which is benchmark set by 
international bodies to eradicate poverty and 
achieve sustainable development worldwide). It 
is time that industries and companies started 

FICCI and KVIC join hands to Promote 
Honey Industry in North East



S h r i  V i n a i  K u m a r  S a x e n a , 
Chairman, Khadi and Village 
Industries Commission  addressed 
live show “ Gaon se globe tak” and 
had a panel  discussion with top 
scientist, agri technocrats, IIM management 
team, top bankers, trade association heads, Vice 
Chancellor of university, Heads of professional 
association, social entrepreneurs and team IID. 

 This Programme was telecast live at You 
Tube channel “entrepreneurs India Tv”  

 In his inaugural address Hon’ble 
Minister opined that for building Aatmanirbhar 
Bharat converting knowledge into wealth needs 
to be adopted. In order to build ‘ Smart Village’  

Union MSME Minister Shri Nitin 
Gadkari launched a song on  
Aatmanirbhar Bharat and a daily 
live programme for entrepreneurs 
on 23rd August,  2020 under 
“Mission Aatmanirbhar Bharat”. 
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A Webinar organised by “ Entrepreneure India TV”
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enterprise  should be developed into 
entrepreneurship. Innovation and Science will 
lead to success he added. Speaking further he 
also informed that MSME targets to generate 11 
crores  jobs in the coming years out this 5 crores 
will be through Khadi and Village Industries 
Commission.  

 Speaking on this occasion Chairman 
KVIC Said ‘KVIC works on valuation of 
strengthening villages and it is mandate of 
KVIC to develop more and more employment in 
villages.” He said that Aatmanirbhar does not 
mean looking inward, but to build Global supply 
chain. KVIC has taken many strong step like 
promoting beekeeping,  kumhari Sashaktikaran 
through providing training to the beekeepers, 
developing Hand made paper through waste 
plastic, Aggarbatti, leather work, Moringa 
plantation etc. to develop employment in 
Villages, he added.  

Minister MSME launched the song
 “Aatmanirbhar Bharat hoga hamara”
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Mumbai, 15 August 2020: Khadi and 

Village Industries Commission on 15 

August 2020 celebrated the 74th 

Independence Day with patriotic fervor. 

Ms. Preeta Verma, Chief Executive 

Officer, KVIC unfurled the national flag 

in a solemn flag-hoisting function 

organized at KVIC, H.Q. Mumbai.

KVIC Celebrated 74th Independence Day 
with patriotic fervor

74
independence day
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Senior officials and staffs of the KVIC attended 

the flag hoisting ceremony by following the 

necessary guidelines issued by MHA for safety 

on Covid 19 epidemic.

 Ms. Preeta Verma in her address on 74th 

Independence Day paid tribute and remembered 

all the freedom fighters and also the frontline 

warriors who relentlessly worked during the 

Covid-19 Pandemic. 

 She said that the role of KVIC has been 

relevant during all times and KVIC has once 

again proved its relevance during this epidemic 

by leading from front by helping migrant 

laborers by distributing them food packets and 

mask. She added that KVIC achieved a big feat 

by distributing 9 Lakh free masks through its 

wide network of field offices during Covid-19 

Pandemic. The high performing field offices 

were also honored with gold, silver and bronze 

shield for their exemplary performance. 

 Further, to take forward the clarion call of 

Honorable Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi 

to give more impetus to local industries, KVIC 

has also initiated many more programmes like 

Aatmanirbhar Bharat and Vocal for Local.
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74th Independence Day celebrated in State/ Divisional offices 

S.O.Jaipur

S.O. Bhopal
20

MDTC Borivali 

S.O. Raipur

D.O. Gorakhpur 

D.O. Madurai

S.O.Tripura

S.O.Ahmedabad
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DO.Varanasi.

KNPI, Jaipur

MDTC. Trichur

Sub Office Trichur

S.O.Dehradun
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DO.Meerut

S.O. Lucknow

S.O J&K
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Chairman, KVIC 
inaugurated a Common 
Facility Center & Khadi 
India outlet at Banwasi 
Sewa Ashram in Sonbhadra 
district, Uttar Pradesh on 
22nd August, 2020 through 

Chairman, KVIC inaugurated 

 Khadi Bhandar  at Sonbhadra 

Video Conferencing. 
In his address, Chairman, KVIC said 'this 

Infrastructure push by KVIC will increase 
artisans' productivity leading to higher income. 
Khadi leads the way to sustainable rural 
development, he added.

A one months Training  

programme conducted on 

Charkha Mechanic  by  

MDTC,  Barmer. 
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Chairman,  Khadi And Village Industries 
Commission addressed valedictory session of 
first batch of special Training programme on 
Hand made paper and product making  through 
video conferencing at Kumarappa National 

Handmade Paper Institute,  Jaipur. 
Shri B.L. Meena, Director S.O. Jaipur  

distributed certificates to the participants after  
completion of there training. 

Valedictory session special training programme on Hand made paper and product making
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Chairman , KVIC distributed 500 bee boxes to 50 migrant workers 

Chairman , KVIC Shri 

Vinai Kumar Saxena 

distributed 500 bee 

boxes to 50 migrant 

workers & roped them 

with Honey Mission in 

B i h a r ' s  E a s t 

Champaran on 30th August, 2020. land where  

Gandhi ji started Satyagrah a century ago.This 

will again teach the lesson of self dependence.
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On 29th August, 2020 through Video 
Conferencing, Chairman, KVIC inaugurated 
Khadi  Bhandar,  CFC and Garment Unit at 
Kadipur and another  Khadi Bhandar  at 

Kashimabad in Ghazipur District. These Khadi 
Bhandars are run by  Gram Seva Ashram . 

In his address, Chairman appreciated  
artisans and inspired them to be more active to 
upgrade their social status and daily income. He 
assured to provide all possible support to the 
Gram Seva Ashram.

A 5 days Bee keeping 
training under Aatmanirbhar

 Bharat by D.O. Varanasi
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A 5 days Bee keeping training started on 
4th August 2020 under Aatma Nirbhar Bharat 
Abhiyan at Jhunsi in Prayagraj district by 

Divisional Office, KVIC, Varanasi. This is 2nd 
batch of training on bee keeping, 30 migrants 
unemployed people participated in this training.  

Dy. Director/ In-charge, KVIC, Varanasi 
inaugurated the programme and imparted the 
knowledge among the candidates about 
importance of Sweet-Kranti (Honey Mission) in 
detail and motivated the participants .

Chairman, KVIC inaugurated Khadi  Bhandar and CFC Unit 
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Payyannur Firkha 
Khadi Gramodyog 
Sangh, Kerala  has 
come with a new 
launching of “Set 

Mundu” a new 
product in traditional 

garments. 

Renovated 

Khadi Bhavan

in Kerala 

Renovated Khadi Bhavan of Payyannur 
Khadi Institution in Kerala inaugurated on 25th 
August, 2020. Khadi Bhavan is renovated with 
financial assistance of KVIC under the Marketing  
Infrastructure  Scheme.

A small but noble initiative of conserving the depleting 
population of House Sparrows from our urban space by 
empowered KVIC Potters in Jagdalpur in Chhattisgarh. These 
earthen shelters for sparrows in ever-expanding concrete forests 
can make the difference.

A small but noble initiative by KVIC Potters in Jagdalpur  
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An Initiative of Water conservation by KVIC  
 Excellent results of KVIC's water 

conservation measures at its Nashik training 

centre. A check dam created 2 years ago has 

recharged dry tub wells at 

the center. Self-reliance in 

water resource is the key 

to India's sustainable 

growth.

Innovations and initiatives 
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a slow pace due to Covid-19 lockdown. 

 Recently KVIC also distributed 250 honey 

bee boxes in Chullyu village which has rich flora 

for production of high-altitude honey. Located on 

the main highway just 30 km before the most 

popular tourist spot Ziro, Chullyu is a scenic 

village known for its eco-friendly ways of living. 

It is easily approachable by tourists which is an 

advantage for the local artisans.

 “The training cum production center is the 

first of its kind facility in Arunachal Pradesh and a 

big boost to weaving activities in the entire region. 

Training of artisans and supporting the production 

of Eri Silk, which is indigenous to the North 

Eastern states, will create local employment and 

sustainable development in the region which is 

aligned with the Hon'ble Prime Minister's vision 

of Aatmanirbhar Bharat,” Saxena said. “KVIC 

will also create an exclusive page on its online 

portal to market their products,” he added. 

 The development assumes significance as 

the tribal population in Arunachal Pradesh, men 

and women alike, traditionally wear Eri Silk and 

Khadi Cotton clothes which carries a deep 

significance to their egalitarian tribal society. 

However, the people of the state have to buy Silk 

from outside markets including those in Assam.

 KVIC has also planned design intervention 

by engaging professional design institutes like 

NIFT Shillong, NID Jorhat and even local 

designers in Arunachal to develop new designs to 

suit the modern taste of tribal youths. 

 KVIC also aims to connect the center with 

the tourists visiting Ziro tourist spot and thus 

providing an assured market to the local artisans 

for their products. The production center will be 

equipped to cater to the market demand. For the 

initial period, KVIC will also provide raw 

material and expenditure on training and wages 

and the cost of developing the prototypes of new 

designs.

Contd from pg no...13

Contd from pg no...15.

with the instructions in seven days, legal action 

will be initiated against the firms.

KVIC Chairman, Shri Vinai Kumar Saxena said 

any misuse of the brand name “Khadi” has a 

direct bearing on the livelihood of our artisans 

who are making genuine handcrafted products 

in remote parts of India. “KVIC will take stern 

action against any individual or firm misusing 

the brand name Khadi. This is to safeguard the 

interest of Khadi artisans and prevent the sale of 

any spurious product in the name of Khadi,” 

Saxena said.  

It is pertinent to mention that KVIC in the last 
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few years has acted tough against any misuse of 

its brand name “Khadi India” and infringement 

into its trademark. So far KVIC has issued legal 

notices to over 1000 private firms including 

Fabindia for misusing its brand name and selling 

products under the name of Khadi. KVIC has 

sought damages to the tune of Rs 500 crore from 

Fabindia which is pending before the Mumbai 

High Court.

 KVIC has also sought damages from 

these firms for causing harm to its reputation and 

loss of wages to Khadi artisans due to sale of fake 

Khadi fabric. However, after legal notices were 
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served, a majority of firms have apologized to 

KVIC and wi thdrawn thei r  products , 

advertisements fraudulently using Khadi's 

name.

 On July 27, KVIC filed a complaint for 

FIR against a Chandigarh-based person for 

unauthorizedly selling face masks dubbing 

them as Khadi Face Masks and also using the 

Hon'ble Prime Minister's photograph on the 

packets. Earlier, in May this year, 3 Delhi-based 

firms were issued legal notices by KVIC for 

selling fake PPE kits under the brand name of 

Khadi.  



Usha Mishra 
Publicity Officer 

Introduction 
"The future of India lies in its villages", this famous statement was made by Mahatma Gandhi when he 
walked   through the villages of rural India. It endeared him with a profound love of the land and respect for 
the people who toiled in it. He came to believe that it was impractical for India's cities to accommodate the 
burgeoning population in a dignified way. He romanticized village life as self-sufficient, simple, free, non-
violent, and truthful. To Gandhi, the qualities of village and rural life far surpassed that of the city, but he 
recognized that the playing field had to be leveled with both landscapes providing opportunities for personal 
growth and lifelong learning. 

KVIC generates employment in villages  and builds Aatmanirbhar Bharat 
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units to Khadi artisans, and would create direct 
employment for 250 Artisans per village. The 
total Capital Investment per village shall be 
Rs.72 Lakh as subsidy, and Rs.1.64 Crore in 
terms of Working Capital from the Business 
Partner. This will be implemented under “Khadi 
Gramodyog Vikas Yojana (KGVY)” Scheme 
with the object to introduce enterprise led model 
replacing the subsidy model and to create 12500 
direct  employment  and 5765 indirect 
employment opportunities.  KVIC will 
implement this   through all the field offices of 
KVIC. As a part of the RYG guidelines the 
Khadi Business Partner (KBP) is to be selected 
to participate in the RYG Scheme with the 
recommendation of State Level Committee 
(SLC) at 

This vision of Mahatma is seen actually 
materialized after many decades in February 
2019, when the Cabinet Committee on 
Economic Affairs, chaired by the Prime 
Minister Shri Narendra Modi, approved a new 
component of 'Rozgar  Yukt Gaon' to 
introduce enterprise-based operation in the 
Khadi sector and to create employment 
opportunities for thousands of new artisans. 
Rozgar Yukta Gaon (RYG) aims at introducing 
an 'Enterprise-led Business Model' in place of 
'Subsidy-led model' through partnership among 
3 stakeholders-  KRDP-assisted Khadi 
Institution, Artisans and Business Partner. It 
will be rolled out in 50 Villages by providing 
10,000 Charkhas, 2000 looms & 100 warping 



playing an important role in Indian economy in 

terms of employment generation and poverty 

alleviation. This is due to fact that these 

industries are labour- intensive and capital 

saving.  Khadi  and Vil lage Industr ies 

Commission (KVIC) has done a remarkable job 

by generating employment for 9,31,302 persons 

in less than two years from April 2018 till 

December 2020 under its various people centric 

schemes and activities. 

 Under the Village Industry verticals, 

KVIC is giving special   focus  on  Agro-based 

and food processing (Honey, Palmgur etc.), 

Handmade Paper and Leather, Pottery and 

Wellness and Cosmetics sectors through 

Product Innovation, Design Development & 

Product Diversification. For this initiative, 

advanced skill development programmes shall 

be conducted through existing Centres of 

Excellence such as CGCRI, CFTRI, IIFPT, 

CBRTI, KNHPI, IPRITI etc.

  Under another   intervention   4 Design 

Houses across the country to capture regional 

variations, to provide access to Khadi 

Institutions, to evolve modern designs, ethnic 

wear etc. with an investment of Rs.5 crore each 

is also being taken up.  

  The other key component is to make the 

'Production Assistance' competitive and 
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field office level and the same will be placed 

before the Central Level Committee (CLC) at 

Central Office level.   

 It is also proposed  to establish Centre of 

Excellences for Khadi with the technical 

support of NIFTs to help KIs effectively design, 

produce and market high quality differentiated 

products in Indian and Global market.  

 A vision ahead   Aatmanirbhar Bharat 

(Self-reliant India) is another  dream of the 

Hon'ble Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi 

of making India a self-reliant nation. The first 

mention of this came in the form of the 

'Aatmanirbhar Bharata Abhiyan' or 'Self-

Reliant India Mission' during the announcement 

of the corona virus pendemic related economic 

packege  on 12 May 2020. 

 Aatmanirbhar Bharat has also been 

called by some as a re-packaged version of the 

Make in India  movement using new taglines  

such as 'Vocal for Local'.    

 For attaining smooth development of the 

economy it would be vital that  every man 

increases his personal income and standard of 

living by exploiting the existing natural and 

human resources fully eco-friendly and locally 

available. 

 In line with Gandhi's dream of expanding 

village industries, industrial policy resolutions 

of village and small-scale industries have been 
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incentive based. The incentive structure focuses 

on improving productivity, turnover and quality 

assurances, and would be extended on the basis 

of an objective scorecard. While the Khadi 

Institutions would automatically be given the 

financial assistance of 30%, in order to become 

eligible for the additional incentive of 30%, these 

institutions must strive for efficiency, optimal 

utilization of resources, reduction of waste,

 

Few Major Initiatives 

Khadi Agarbatti Aatmanirbhar Mission 

 To make India Aatmanirbhar in Agarbatti 

production Khadi and Village Industries 

Commission (KVIC)has taken up program 

named as Khadi Agarbatti Aatmanirbhar 

Mission which aims at creating employment for 

unemployed and migrant workers in different 

parts of the country while also increasing 

domestic Agarbatti production substantially. 

The scheme has been designed in wake of the 

two major decisions – import restriction on Raw  

Agarbatti and increase in import duty on 

Bamboo sticks - taken by the Ministry of 

C o m m e r c e  a n d  M i n i s t r y  o f  F i n a n c e 

respectively. effective managerial practices etc. 

The program aims at handholding artisans and 

supporting the local Agarbatti industry. The 

current consumption of Agarbatti in the country 

is approximately 1490 MT per day; however, 

India's per day production of Agarbatti is just 

760 MT. There is a huge gap between the 

demand and the supply and hence, immense 

scope for job creation. The scheme designed by 

KVIC on PPP mode is unique in the sense that in 

a very less investment, it will create sustainable 

employment and help private Agarbatti 

manufacturers to scale up Agarbatti production 

without any capital investment by them. 

Kunhari Sashaktikaran Mission 

Another initiative taken up by Khadi and 

Village Industries Commission (KVIC) is 

training the potters in many  parts of the  country  

in making earthen lamps, sculptures of deities 

a n d  o t h e r  p o t t e r y  i t e m s  a s  p a r t  o f 

“Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan”.  

Potters in these villages of Varanasi have been 

specially making earthen magic lamps, 

traditional lamps (Deeya) and sculptures of 

Laxmi and Ganesh keeping in view the upcoming 

festivals of Dussehra and Deepawali. The idea is 
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also to dissuade people from buying Chinese 

lights and other articles during the festive season. 

 Several villages in Varanasi have already 

b e e n  b e n e f i t t e d  u n d e r  t h e  K u m h a r 

Sashaktikaran Yojana. KVIC is soon going to set 

up a cluster under SFURTI Scheme of the 

Ministry of MSME in Varanasi.

Big Boost to Local Production 

 The KVIC  has also signed MoU with   
ITBP  for a period of one year which will be 
renewed further for supply of 1200 quintals of 
kacchi ghani mustard oil. The next products in 
the pipeline are cotton mats (dari), blankets, bed 
sheets, pillow covers, pickles, honey, papad and 
cosmetics, etc. The total value of oil and dari will 
be approximately Rs 18 crore. 

KVIC's Honey Mission 

In India, apiculture is practiced by local farmers 
and tribals, primarily looked upon as a part time 
occupation. KVIC has taken up the task of 
improving the beekeeping industry with a view 

to uplift the financial status of people living in 
extremely interior rural areas by introducing and 
popularizing modern beekeeping. KVIC,  
working on the principles of Mahatma Gandhi,  
has distributed  bee-boxes among the farmers 
and unemployed youths across the nation.

 Conclusion Thus time is not far when KVIC   
with the help of its various beneficiary Schemes 
and Programmes  will make India Aatmanirbhar 
by  providing  employment at the doorstep, but 
Villages will be in Real sence Rojgar yukt  and   
encourage the traditional artisans, self-help 
groups and educated unemployed to build an 
enterprise of their dreams. 
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